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• Is Space Political?

• Why should you care

• The International Level

• Political Terminology

• Ages of Space Politics

• Your Ideas

Ratification of the OST (1967) (unoosa.org)



Politics….in space?

• Is space political? Why?

• Is the Atlantic Ocean Political?

• Who governs space?

• Who governs the Atlantic Ocean? 

Ratification of the OST (1967) (unoosa.org)



Space is Political

• Space like any other place is political because 
humans contest, compete, or cooperate for 
access and use of it.

• Space is political like any other place because 
humans value and define it differently

• Why should you care?





Space Politics: Terminology

• Policy: a desired path or end goal of an actor (government 
= public policy)

• Plan: the outlined details for achieving a policy goal (i.e. 
“we will enact this legislation and use the following 
regulations to deliver it to reach our policy goals”) 

• Legislation: A rule (law) passed by a state body
• Law: a system of rules typically enforced by penalties 

through some state
• Act: A specific law (where legislation or law can be plural 

(e.g. copyright law), and act (or statute) is more specific 
(e.g. the copyright act of 2016)

• Bill: A proposed act (or law) introduced to some body of 
government

• Regulation: a common means, or instruments, used to 
carry out an act or policy that relies on law enforcement



Space Politics: Who?

• Space Politics typically 
occur within

• International treaties, 
conventions, and resolutions

• Bilateral or multilateral 
agreements

• National legislation
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Space Politics: Lets get Started



Space Politics: Rewind

• People thought about space + politics before the Space 
Age
• In the earth 20th century Konstantin Tsiolkovsky considered 

the impacts of human expansion into space

• In the 1930s Czechoslovakian Vladimir Mandl published on 
the need for Space law

• By the early 1950s the popularity of Space-based science 
fiction reflected numerous conceptions of global 
governments and Space governments
• Flight to Mars (1951)

• 1 April 2000 (1952)

• Red Planet Mars (1952)

• Riders to the Stars (1954)



Space Politics: Ages of Space Law

• Modified from 
Tronchetti (2013), 
there are 4 stages of 
space politics

• Inherently tied to 
Cold War

• General pattern of 
public governance 
changes in 20th

century



Space Politics: Ages of Space Law

Stage 1 – Preparatory Stage (Early 1950s to mid 
1960s)

• USSR and USA establish the UN as the primary 
arena of international Space law

• Key principles established

• Early broad resolutions of UN General Assembly

• 1961 – ‘peaceful and for all [hu]mankind [sic]’

• 1963 – international cooperation



Space Politics: Ages of Space Law

Stage 2: - Treaty Making Era (Mid 1960s to late 
1970s)

• Every major international Space Treaty
• Coincides with ‘détente’ Cold War and Apollo-Soyuz 

docking in 1975
• Goal to develop legally binding instruments to “clarify 

and progressively [develop] the rules applicable to 
outer space activities” (Tronchetti, 2013, 6).

• The treaties that emerged were:
• 1967 Outer Space Treaty
• 1972 Liability Convention
• 1975 Registration Convention
• 1979 Moon Agreement



Space Politics: Ages of Space Law

Stage 3 – Soft Law Stage (1980s to mid 2000s)
• What is ‘soft-law’?

• Reflective of the return of tense Cold War relations 
during the Reagan administration

• Adoption of 4 major non-binding, but accepted, specific 
resolutions
• 1982 Satellite Broadcasting Principles

• 1986 Remote Sensing Principles

• 1992 Nuclear Power Source Principles

• 1996 Resolution on Space Benefits

• Existing treaties seen as exhaustive



Space Politics: Ages of Space Law

Stage 4 – Governance Era 2000s to Present

• Currently Space law being reassessed and challenged

• Non-state actors

• Increasing national level interest

• Increasing impact of Space on the public 

• New Challenges

• Orbital debris, 

• Orbital traffic

• Cross border launch agreements

• Interest in off-Earth mining

• Interest in planetary ‘colonization’

• Increased civilian access



Space Politics: What do you think?

• What rules would you make?


